Product Manager
Brooklyn, NY (Hybrid remote). Full-time, salaried position. Salary range is $85,000-$95,000 commensurate with experience.

POSITION OVERVIEW

MICRO’s Product Manager is responsible for overseeing the manufacturing of our fleet of six-foot-tall museums and the continuous improvement of our processes. Are you a creative problem solver with experience in manufacturing and supply chain? Do you want to build award-winning museums that transform public spaces? If so, the Manufacturing Product Manager at MICRO is your dream job.

As Manufacturing Product Manager, you will own the delivery of MICRO’s powerful stories and ideas. Your scalable manufacturing expertise; strong technical background in CAD/CAM; desire to coordinate across suppliers, contracted creatives, and our internal team; and your commitment to continuous improvement and innovation will shape the future of museums.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Manage product specifications, requirements, and quality assurance plans
- Oversee and execute the end-to-end build of museums, using the MICROmodular design system
- Build upon existing manufacturing and supply chain processes with an eye toward scale
- Drive innovation on all aspects of structure and exhibitory, including base, exhibit boxes, mounting, micro-controllers, PCBs and interactives
- Manage a network of suppliers, creative contractors, and internal team members to ensure on-time and on-budget delivery of museums
- In collaboration with creatives, develop reliable timelines and budgets for fabrication and outfitting for new client work
- Manage internal documentation including BOMs, build manuals, content repositories, asset banks

ABOUT YOU

- 5+ years of experience in product management in a manufacturing or supply chain context, ideally in a fast-paced environment
- Highly experienced in bringing structure to complex projects, involving many requirements, stakeholders, and timelines
- Knowledgable about manufacturing processes and techniques, specifically sheet goods
- Strong technical expertise in CAD/CAM (Fusion 360 is a plus) with the ability to work from existing models and build new renders for client presentations
- A demonstrated network of talented design and fabrication freelancers
- Nice to have: 3D printing, laser cutting, experience working with ACM

ABOUT MICRO

MICRO creates six-foot-tall museums that transform public spaces—like hospital waiting rooms, transit hubs, and the DMV—into interactive learning environments. Curiosity is evenly distributed. Museums should be too.

MICRO has been called a “storytelling machine.” It was awarded the Tribeca Film Institute’s New Media Award, SXSW’s Place by Design Award, and two Editors’ Choice Awards at the World Maker Faire. We have given TED talks and received press from outlets like the Washington Post and New York Times.

MICRO is an equal opportunity employer and actively recruits people of color, women, individuals with disabilities, and members of the LGBTQ community.

JOIN US

Submit an application via https://apply.workable.com/micro-museums/j/ED9E9ECA49/